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Princeton, Kentucky, Thursday, November 1, '1945
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5 Boy Students HAPPY CHANDLE PACKS UP
Take Top Honors
At Butler High
Butler High School's honor roll for the first six weeks
of the current term was released for publication this
week. It incluales the mimes
of five students, all boys,
who were rated on the "Special Honor Roll", comprising those who have made
"A" in all subjects. The five
are William Sell, Junior
class; David Alexander and
Randall Chambliss, Eighth
grade, and Chester Castleberry a n d James Mick,
Seventh grade.
On the regular Honor Roll
for all classes, those making
"A" and "B" in all subjects,
with one "C" allowed, are:
Senior Class: Jim Butler,
Roberta Dalzell, Christine
Dycus, Mary Leta Hamby,
Oathie Lee Munsey, Jimmy
O'Hara, Rose Mitchell Randolph, Jeannette White and
Jerald Winters.
Junior Class: Lucille
Blick, Barbara Beshears,
Helen Louise Feagen, Nancy
Groom, Philip
Johnston,
Dorothy Jordon, Gertrude
Richie and Mary Sue Sartin.
Sophomores: Doris Gwendolyn Blackburn, Melva
Cummins, Sue Darnell, Dorris Hayes, Anna Katherine
Morris, A. C. Nuckols, Jo
Ann Pickering, Katherine
Ann Terrell and Dot Jayne
Wring.
Freshmen: Johnnie Armstrong, Doris Bragdon, Lana
Cooper, Gene Croft, Dale
Harper, Betty Hogan and
Harold Price.
Eighth Grade: Rose Marylin Beck, Connie Brasher,
James Clayton, Carolyn
Croft, Zelma Lou Herrod,
Jimmy Hodge, Patsy Horn,
Eleanor Ann Jones, Oznry
Dale Meadows, Mary Virginia Meadows, Katherine
Sue Nickell, Jennie Bell Oliver, Margaret Ann Quisenberry, Leona Ramey, Rosemary Redd, Sara Richie,
Howard Stone, Jr., Fred
Taylor, Naomi Thomas and
Jimmie Wallace.
Seventh Grade: Franklin
Armstrong, Billie Clayton,
Wilma Sue Cummins, Billie
Jo Farliss, Betty Sue Goodwin, Virginia Katherine Hopper, Julia Ann Lester, Shirley Jean Quinn, Sherman
Singleton, Elois Stegall,
George Robert Stevens and
Daniel Thomas.

War Fund Gifts
Total $2,453 As
Drive Nears End

Pretty Newcomer

Two Rural Communities
Report, Both Exceeding
Quotas; Campaign
Ends Saturday

War's Aftermath
Drains Treasury,
Vinson's Warning
Campaign Honors Heroic
Men And Women Of
Armed Forces Who
Saved Nation

War Fund donations totalled
Caldwell county citizens are
$2,453.56 in Princeton and Caldwell county toward a quota of
asked to purchase $217,500
$5,000, Tuesday night, Robert
worth of bonds in the Victory
Jacob, chairman for the Rotary
Loan campaign which began of
Club, which is sponsoring the
ficially throughout the Nation
campaign, reported Wednesday
October'29, Dr. C. F. Engelhardt,
morning.
county chairman, said Tuesday.
Only two rural communities
The National goal is $11 billion.
have reported thus far, Mr. JaThe county's quota is broken
Dr. Thomas P. Cooper, dean
cob said, Cedar Bluff turning
down as follows: E-Bonds, $62,of the University of Kentucky
in $36.60 and Cross Roads, $25.31. Donna Jeane is the pretty 500; individual bonds other and
College of Agriculture and Home
little 4-year-old daughter of E-Bonds, $105,000; corporation
Both had $25 quotas.
Economics and director of the
The drive is continuing in Mr. and Mrs. Joe P. Wilcox, bonds, $50,000. This is the smalExperiment Station and of the
residential sections of Princeton Maple Avenue. Mr. Wilcox is lest quota assigned to Caldwell
Agricultural Extension Division,
and some canvassers in the bus- owner and operator of the county is some time, J. S. Bate,
was elected president of the
iness district have yet to make local Western Auto Associate executive manager of the State
Association of Land Grant ColSen. Albert B. "Happy" Chandler,/
(I)-Ky.), cleans out his final reports, Mr. Jacob
said. Store.
leges and Universities by repredesk Tuesday at the capital. Vac&
is office, he will go to The campaign is scheduled to
sentatives of the association in
the
future
up
of
Cincinnati, 0., in near
to
office
baseball end Saturday.
Victory Loan Facts
annual meeting October 27,
commissioner. (AP Wirephoto)
Washington, D. C. - VicCommunity leaders who are
In Chicago.
tory Loan facts, honoring
making the canvass in the coun.
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Dates: October 29 through
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Mason, Eureka; W. L. Woodruff Tigers Meet Bears Minus
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December 8.
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tant treasurer.
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The club voted to sponsor P'Pool
the fourth day of the March
son; Mrs. Eugene Cook, Cedar line, and Morgan, Franklin, R.
the educational wing of the
War Finance Committee, advisterm upon motion of C. A. PepBluff; Mrs. D. W. Satterfield, Martin and Fraley in the backcompletion of the third floor of
Dr. Engelhardt. The county
per, attorney for the defendant,
Mrs. E. B. Williamson and W. L. field against 'Sturgis. Butler has ed
/lurch building. A committee, Jones, Eddy Creek.
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funds will be needed early in
the Navy. The Whitsetts' loss
chosen, three men have of- portance involving paupers and
be built at Butler High School
Officers of the club are How- Belle Calvert, Haw Ridge; Mack will be keenly felt, Coach Walk- December, Secretary of the Treafor mayor: Dr. W. L. Cash, insanity hearings, were tried last
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r mechanical engineer. road car and confined since last
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Morganfield for the second ditures are being drastically relast Thursday night, Robert
meeting with the Gueriallas this duced and this will continue
poets are also in the field, made when The Leader went to
Jacob, president, announced this Kiwanis To Entertain
They have no more vigorously" but that "the afterrvative, with A. M. press. A formal petition for paseason.
week.
For Ladies Tonight
Piton Troop Joins In
Jones, Hugh Blackburn, role of the five boys involved
games after that until the an- math of war carries grave reThe plan is projected by the
The Navy will be honored at
National Celebration;
nual Thanksgiving tussle with sponsibilities that must be met."
Wadlington, J. W. Morgan, has been made, it was reported.
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If voters
somewhat confused about the issues to
be decided in the general election next
Tuesday, they are perhaps, no more so
than the most astute of political observers.
The one thing which emerges clearly
however is that the Democrats stand
squarely for continuation of the modernization of Kentucky's institutions begun
under Gov. A. B. Chandler and continued
under Gov. Keen Johnson; also, for long
overdue improvement of our State Parks
and for doing a better job of publicizing
Kentucky's limitless attractions, to the
end that more tourist dollars shall come
into the State and abide here, while on
the other hand, Gov. S. S. Willis' program, known only to himself, seems certain to put Kentucky back into debt and
leave press to the indefinite fulere.
It requires no great intelligence to
know that Kentucky cannot lose $25 million in the next 2 years and do anything
about meeting the great and pressing
demands of education, the State Parks,
the Conservation Department, the Welfare agencies and the Highway Department. And that's what the State will
lose if the Good Roads Amendment is
adopted and the Governor is successful
in having the State Income Tax repealed,
as his campaign chairman says he will
seek to do.
In this legislative district, we have the
choice of voting for Joe E. Nunn, of Trigg
county, a Democrat, or Earl Hillyard,
Republican, of Caldwell county. The
Leader will take Democrat Nunn, because he will go along with the program
for progress in Kentucky, whereas Mr.
Hillyard may safely be depended upon
to support the Governor's program, whatever it is... and indications are it will
be pitched upon the plane the Governor
thinks best calculated to win him votes
when he runs for the United States Senate, next year.
Best guessers think Governor Willis
will let the vacancy created by Senator
Chandler's resignation ride, or fill the

1948.
Governor Willis, laboring under the
heavy load of his broken promise to repeal the State Income Tax and anxious
to please the Big Money boys who are
most disgruntled because of his failure
to relieve them of this tax burden, will,
his political leaders says, ask for and try
to force through the Legislature, repeal
of the State Income Tax, in order to have
a full coffer for next year's Senate contest.
Let us remember that, while Gov. Flem
D. Sampson made a lot of whoopee about
"Kentucky for Progress", the State only
sank deeper into debt, let its institutions
decline further into disgrace, neglected
the schools ... and otherwise made idle
and costly gestures.
Then came the Democratic administrations of Happy Chandler and Keen Johnson, during which the per capita for
schools went up from $8 to $16, the institutions were rehabilitated, the $25 million debt was paid off and a real start
made toward lifting Kentucky from the
bottom of the roll of states.
Keen Johnson left $10 million in the
State Treasury and the war boom has
given Governor Willis more money to
spend than any other Kentucky Governor
ever dreamed of, so that more service is
possible and more improvements can be
made... but not if the State loses $8 million a year by giving up the revenue from
the Income Tax and another $21/2 million
annually goes from the General Fund
into the Highway Fund, as result of
adoption of the Good Roads Amendment.
There really is no issue before the voters in the State election next Tuesday
except this: Shall Kentucky go back into
debt, while neglecting to keep stride with
other states in rendering proper service
to its people; or shall the program for
progress be continued?

Happy Leaves Senate
d Be Next
Shoul
Keen after
senator arose to praise
"Senator
Chandler's record and to wish him well
in his new post", the Associated Press
reported Tuesday in carrying the news
of Senator A. B. Chandler's leaving the
United States Senate, which he did Monday.
Senator Chandler, despite a newspaper
and magazine propaganda campaign
which has sought to make it appear some
baseball magnates are dissatisfied with
him as commissioner, has the best wishes
of a very large majority of those who
love the great American game ... and
will do well in this important position.
Happy has what it takes to sell baseball to the kids and to the public. His
qualifications, sports background, temperament and Nation-wide contacts make
him the ideal personality to cope with
postwar baseball problems better than
any living man. His will to surmount
difficulties, which has carried him to the
heights, will see him through to conspicious success in his new undertaking,
despite the enmity of some powerful
politicians and sports writers, who had
axes to grind and who were disgruntled
when Happy got this job over their favorites.

•

•

•

is hinted that Postmaster General
Hannegan is one of those who was miffed
because his choice wasn't elected Baseball Commissioner. Some sports writers
do not like Larry McPhail, who backed
Chandler for the baseball post. We have
it on excellent authority that the horse
racing folk, who were offended when
Happy said baseball players should not
bet on the races, have not joined in the
campaign to discredit the new Baseball
boss... but the fact remains that there
has been and still is a rather obvious effort, which could not spring from so many
different places and sources without inspiration other than individual, is being
waged to make the going hard for Happy.
"The "when will Chandler resign" excitement is thus ended. Now comes the
"senator apparent" fun, with Gov. S. S.
Willis very much on the spot.
We hope Keen Johnson will be the Democratic candidate for the unexpired portion of Happy's term, for his record of
efficiency and accomplishment for Kentucky stand out as by far the best in
the State's modern history and we think
he would make the best Junior United
Senator Kentucky could possibly select
at this important juncture in history.
It

An old and dirty tobacco sack,
picked up in front of his place
of business by Fred Taylor,
proved to have $49 in bills inside. And Bob Barrett was very,
very happy indeed to get his
money back a short time later.
Barrett had been to the Princeton Lumber Company's office,
to pay a bill, and after missing
his money-tobacco sack on returning home, rushed back to
Mr. Taylor with his bad news.
•
The Caldwell and Three Rivers Baptist associations have
pledging
resolutions
adopted
their support to the new Baptist Memorial Hospital at Paducah and a campaign to obtain
$500,000 for this institution begins Thursday, Nov. 1. The hospital drive is still languishing
here but meanwhile, other communities move forward in the
right direction.

day in the New York Herald Tribune
column "One Hundred Years Ago."
Mr. Bristow, the eminent writingmaster, will re-open his Academy
this day, at 189 Broadway, for the
instruction of ladies and gentlemen
in the art of writing. Mr. B. is famous for curing, in 12 lessons, an illegible hand, and we commend him
to all who wish to acquire a beautiful and free style of writing; his
system of teaching is too well known
to require further comment.
Those who may have packets of old
letters written a hundred years ago, or
even 60 years ago, must often have been
impressed by the beautiful script in which
they were written, a steel-engraving
chirography, as legible as print. In those
days it was thought to be an essential
part of education to be able to write a
"fair" hand. Those who could not write
legibly were supposed to be poorly educated.
The art of writing by hand had come

antedating printing. Books were in manuscript form. Copying them was one of
the fine arts. Books were embellished
with lovely capitals often in color. Reading them was a delight.
Even as late as 25 or 30 years ago
Spencerian penmanship was taught in
the schools and great stress was laid
upon the art of writing. Now young people who are being graduated from high
schools and colleges write so poorly that
letters from them are almost illegible.
No importance seems to attach to penmanship. Perhaps it is because the typewriter has come into such •general use.
But no machine can ever take the place
of the pen. Much correspondence, if the
proprieties are respected, must be carried
on with it. It is, therefore very important to give training in its use, in the
formation of letters, in capitalization, and
in punctuation, which is almost as much
of a lost art, with millions, as the art of
penmanship.
Oh, for another Bristow! (Lexington
Leader)
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in many towns as the holiday
season approaches and plans are
being made to put up the lights
in Princeton at the appropriate
time, an officer of the Retail
Merchants Association said this
week. The bright, gay lights add
materially to pre-Christmas anticipation of all, especially children.

proT.

Clyde 0. Wood

ny I

•
Members of the Corbin Rotary
Club took a poll on ten questions pertaining to the future
of Corbin, at their meeting
Thursday noon at the Wilbur
hotel, and voted that the need
of an adequate "visible" water
supply was the most pressing
need. Princeton Rotarians, this
would be a good project for
you!
•
A prize winning photograph,
the work of Joe LaGore, managing editor of the Paducah SunDemocrat, has been selected to
appear on the front cover of the
first issue of the new State Game
and Fish magazine, due out soon.
The picture is of a Llewellyn setter and was selected from 25
choice entries sent in from all
over the State.

•
Negro Boy Scout leaders put
the
white Scouters in
to shame
showing devotion to their duty
by the boys....when four colored adults made the long haul to
Henderson for the Scout Circus
last week. Only Princeton Scoutmaster on the trip was James
Hunter, who leads the Negro
troop.

A large increase in alfalfa
acreage was sowed in Mulenburg
•
Joe LaGore is a real artist with county this fall.
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Democratic Nominee For

•
Pennyriler is trying to get a
picture, taken in St. Louis last
week, of Grayson Harrelson, Saul
Pogrotsky, Merle Drain and
for
Kercheval....but
Clyde
some unknown reason, none of
these gents will cooperate.
•
College ties are the kind that
bind....at least, so it would
appear in the case of the Rev. J.
Lester McGee, who last week
went all the way to Detroit, to
perform the marriage ceremony
for an old classmate who was
taking the matrimonial hurdle.
Mr. McGee promised, years ago
he would render this service,
if called upon, and despite plenty
of work here, made the sacrifice
ig the interest of friendship.
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I, Philip Stevens, Clerk of the Caldwell County Court, do
hereby certify that the above is a correct facsimile of the ballot
to be used in the Fredonia Town Election to be held Tuesday,
November It 1945. •
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PLEASE VOTE FOR

pictures
a camera, some of his
having been among the finest
used in the State magazine, In
Kentucky, during the 7 years
Pennyriler was its editor. Notably, six large photos of strawberries grown in the Purchase
region won commendation from
far and wide.
••
Encouraging to read in the
daily press that members of the
Legislature Council have decided
for
to ask the General Assembly
a much larger appropriation for
the Department of Conservation.
Some of this money is earmarked for improvement of State
Parks, some for publicizing Kentucky's many and varied attrac-

•
Experience of other states
proves beyond doubt such investments bring amazing financial
returns as result of tourist dollars turned loose; to say nothing
of providing better recreational
for natives. Chief benefit
Can it be we think less of facilties
of more tourists in Kentucky
folks
the
than
here
health
our
would be, of course, many more
at Paducah do of theirs? Cercollected in gasoline
dollars
tainly we need a hospital worse
with which to improve
taxes,
than Paducah does, for Paducah
our highways and build new
already has two good hospitals. roads.
•
•
Another horrible aftermath of
Earl Clements, who has shown
brought
is
Hitler's Nazi regime
more speed and better perforout in John Fox's bulletin for mance than any freshman Conthe Hanover Presbyterian gressman Kentucky has had in
Church, issue of October 21 quite a spell, undoubtedly would
which says: "Most children born be a foremost candidate for the
In Germany in the last 2 years Senate seat Happy Chandler will
except that
are expected to die, it was re- vacate soon
ported here by Dr. Hans Schoen- Earle says he is plenty busy in
feld, staff member of the World the House of Representatives and
Council of Churches. In one typi- is not giving any thought to the
cal town, 99 of 108 children Senate race. A good many Demborn in July have already died". ocrats hope Congressman Clements will be available for Gover•
Christmas decorations,* espec- nor, when the time comes; but
ially colored lights in the busi- that race is a bit far in the future
ness district, will again be seen to warrant his attention now.

ow through the centuries, from a day
For Another Bristdown
Oh,
The following item appeared the other

nad

Thursda ,
November 1,
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Poor Land Made To
Grow Big Hay Crop
When Jamie Dodson bought a
Marshall county farm in 1940
and built a big stock barn neighbors told him he never grew
enough hay to fill the loft. They
said the loft would hold all the
corn stover and hay together
that he could grow on the farm.
A soil-building program, including the use of limestone and
phosphate, brought a hay crop
this year that more than filled
the barn lift with bailed hay.
He had to build a shed to hold
the extra hay. He told County
Agent H. E. Rothwell that the
farm is producing better than
some river-bottom farms he had
lived on.

Ky. Farm News

Bracken county farmers have
placed orders for more than 40 000 tons of soybean meal to supplement home-grown grains for
winter feed.
Walter Johnson of pav less
county has just completed a
large tobacco barn and is now
building a stripping room equipped with electricity.
For the third year, watermelon growers in Boone county
found the striped Klondike wiltresistant variety profitable.
Hybrid corn has proved so
satisfactory to farmers in Hancock county that there are few
who do not plant it.
The Campbell county homemakers' garden club is encouraging the planting of irises, to be
followed by an iris show in the
spring.
By following good farming
methods, Harold Bohanon of
Shelby county has grown tobacco
on the same field for 14 consecutive years.
Farmers in Caldwell county
report losing-as much as half
with
their tobacco crop where nonAIRCRAFT CARRIER U.S.S. ROOSEVELT — Christened at exercises held in connection
Navy Day celebration Sat., Oct. 27. In foreground is seen New York skyline. (AP Wirephoto)

Cows?
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for
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mature cows
are followess these cows
Dairy
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of chewing
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better
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grinding
ro ws, therefore,
Tests at the Kentucky Agriculof no particular
for them is
tural Experiment Station at
since.
Roughage— Lexington showed that whole or
Not. Grie.d.
cut tobacco stalks make satisfachay does not increase
is in fact tory bedding under horses and
It
value.
•
cattle. Finely cut stalks made
less digestible because excellent absorbents in poultry
up
bring
readily
do not
droppings pits if super-phosphate
of ground hay to re- was used as a
New Record Set In
.
preservative.
not
them. Ground hay can
Production
Turkey
The
stalks
were readily tampthe place of grain in the
The Kentucky turkey crop is
nature. It is still a rough- ed down and broken up by horNews representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those
amount of ses and if tramped in the stall
ith a large
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost estimated to be 12 percent larger
for two or three weeks they 40
years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of Twice- than last year. For the entire
fiber.
spread readily with a manure A-Week Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leader
ding soybean hay of good
country, turkey production is 22
spreader. The stalks were not as feature. The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton reporters,
and pods well filled with
percent over the record crop of
them.
wrote
the
turn
of
century,
the
after
shortly
in
as
but
if
straw
used
ripened beans is an excep- absorptive
Princeton Ky. June 12 1914. 1944, and the number of turkeys
5,
May
1914.
Ky.
Princeton,
spent the right amounts they held the
M general, money
of the Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Holcombe, of raised has doubled in 10 years.
liquid manure and kept the Mr. J. D. Leech, president
A report of the Agricultural
ncling hay for milk cows
was in Perry N. Y., and Dr. and Mrs.
Bank,
National
Farmers
animals clean.
bring much greater reyesterday, making R. J. Holcombe, of Rochester, N. Experiment Station at Lexington
Eddyville
or
Under beef cattle in stalls, some settlements in estates.
d spent for proteins
Y., are visiting Dr. and Mrs. P. says demand for the coming holisupplements. There is no whole stalks were not so satisday season is expected to be
R. Shelby.
making feed of good qual- factory as straw in keeping
strong. Supplies for civilian conPrinceton, Ky. May 14, 1914.
animals clean but they held the Mr. F. K. Wylie has been notipoor hay by grinding.
Princeton, Ky. July 28, 1914. sumption are expected to be
may grind poor hay,and liquid manure and theme was no fied by Senator 011ie James of Miss Davie Blalock visited at larger than a year ago. About
s and cows will eat it. more loss of nitrogen than with confirmation of his appointment Dawson Springs from Friday 20 percent of the turkeys were
will eat almost anything straw. The stalks were broken of the U. S. Senate as post- until Sunday afternoon.
expected to be sold by the end
molasses on it. Filling a Cow up so as to handle easily in a master of Princeton. Mr. Wylie
of October, which is unusually
poor quality roughage is manure spreader.
will assume the duties of his Everybcdy Reads The Leader early marketing.
Manure could be handled office May 20.
economical nor practical
production. Molasses is more easily when stalks cut in
feed; there is no object, an ensilage cutter were used.
Princeton, Ky. May 19, 1914.
, in using molasses to Cutting stalks with this type of Chas. Eldred and wife and
•e a cow to eat roughage equipment is considered rather daughter, Cora Dee, and Misses
hid best be used for bed- expensive, depending on labor Dorothy Ratliff and Elsie Young
and availability of equipment are spending today fishing at
Kuttawa Lake.

Tobacco Stalks
Make Good Bedding

News From The Past
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Don't forget our Invitation to have your pictures published in
tie paper, Remember, it colts you nothing.
Be lure to call on the photographer with one of your parents
g the hours mentioned below. We want no one to be clis.
appointed.
Remember too, to tell your folks that adults and family
poops will be taken and proofs submitted free of charges
although they will not be published.
We are having Woltz Studios take your pictures expressly
th Community Feature. However, your parents must
.la
e proofs to select the pose they prefer us to printsanda
that time, they can arrange to get additional photographs
in the Studio representative if they wish.
HERE IS THE TIME AND PLACE

— HENRIETTA HOTEL

—

November 3 and 5

Stone ------------
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ams ----------

ool ---------

enhamer

VOTE YES
FOR 13011-1H
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Princeton Ky. May 22, 1914.
Roy McLin celebrated his eighth
birthday Wednesday afternoon
at the home of his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. W. P. McLin, on North
Jefferson street, from 2 to 5
o'clock. Quite a number of invited guests were present to
make the occasion a pleasant
event for their little host. Refreshments were served to the
delight of the little guests making the occasion one of great
pleasure.
Princeton, Ky. May 24, 1914.
Princeton has another automobile. Yesterday Mr. E. L. Pickering received his new J. I. Case
five-passenger car. It is a dandy
and Mr. Pickering is veryproud
of it.
,Princeton, Ky. May 29, 1914.
Miss Elizabeth Ratliff has returned home from Washington, D. C.
where she has been social assistant to Mrs. Marian Martindale,
at Fairmont Seminary since last
fall.
Princeton, K. June 9, 1914.
John Stegar, who has been attending the Louisville Dental
College, is now at home for his
vacation. His many friends are
glad to see him again.
Princeton, Ky. June 12, 1914.
Judge J. F. Gordon, J. H. Williams, Charles Pepper and J. W.
Jewell made a flying trip to
Hopkinsville Tuesday night in
Mr. Williams' handsome car.
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LAXATIVE?
Clack-Draught Is
1-Usually prompt
2-Usually thorough
2-Always economical

e Soldier Vote Amendment* El
The Good Roads Amendment will protect your
Fund from diversion to other purposes.
rants° that your gasoline taxes, auto Hama
, drivers licenses, etc., will be used for high-

..hunned suppers and parties
because I had no appetite for food
—was afraid to eat. My bowels
simply wouldn't work right-1 was
all blown up and bloated with gas
Life had a bleak and gloomy out
look. I felt•I was getting old fast
At night I'd stay awake wondering
what the morrow would bring. I
tried everything to get relief.
Nothing worked Just right until 1
tried PRU-LAX. Then my appetite returned, the gas left and now
I pursue a normal life free from
worry." If you are constipated
don't wait—get PRU-LAX right
now. CAUTION: USE THIS OR
ANY LAXATIVE only as directed
MONEY RACK if not delighted
with results. • Get PRU-LAX to
(1.4)
day.
WALKERS DRUG STORE

reniucky needs every

penny of its Road Fund

ROADS!
----------------

----------------

To Match Kentucky's portion of Federal Highway Aid!
1 For road construction and maintenance deferred
during four years of wartizae shortages of material and labor.
1 Dosiwu jobs for Kentucky's returning
F°'
veterans and war workers. '
For 27,690 miks of Kentucky's rural roads still
OXI Lho mud!"
nt
3. The Soldier Vote Amendme
will give to Kentucky men and vroznen the right to vote in Kentucky
elections while away from home
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and serving in the Nation's
now
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Our
Force..
YES" for
dsnias this right. Vote nt and
Ike Soldier Vol* Amendme
correct this Injustice.
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Plus The Short Units!...
COLOR CARTOON • FILM VODVIL
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WORLD NEWS

SATURDAY, NOV. 3
Red Ryder Swings Into Action
To Win Black Gold From Battling Badmen

PEOPLE'S TICKET
en of
As candidates on the People's Ticket for Mayor and Councilm
platform
our
place
to
desire
the City of Princeton, we, the undersigned,
seeking their
and candidacies before the voters in this announcement,
Nov. 6,
Tuesday,
Election,
favorable consideration prior to the General
as our
program
proposed
1945. We respectfully submit the following
platform:
First: We propose, if elected, to completely reorganize t h e Police
Department and pledge ourselves to the responsibility for 100 percent
cooperation in supporting that department. The Mayor, as such, in the
head of the Police Department, and the ondersigned candidate for that
office assumes responsibility of seeing that all laws and ordinances are
strictly enforced, regardless of race, creed or color.
Second: We promise ACTION, instead of promises, on improving
our present water and sewage systems. The installation of a filtration
plant. A sanitary Street Department, to keep our streets clean, for the
sake of the health of our community; and to see that the garbage is collected at every home.
Third: To improve and develop a Fire Department which will actually
y
protect the property owners of Princeton, by adding the necessar
t,
equipmen
this
n
a
m
equipment and employing the necessary men to
which will meet with the approval of the State Board of Underwriters.
Fourth: We promise that the streets in all sections of the City will be
kept in passable condition and also, that all sections of the City Cemetery
best
will be given equal attention, to see that this place is kept in the
possible condition.
We realize the responsibility to be placed upon us, if we are elected,
efas we submit our candidacies to the voters of Princeton. We promise
camthese
out
carrying
ficient management and pledge our utmost in
permit.
paign pledges, insofar as the finances of the City of Princeton will
Furthermore, we have not promised and will not promise any job to
reanyone, regardless of what you may hear; however, ex-service men
tion,
considera
first
given
be
will
ent,
employm
turning and applying for
if competent to fill the job applied for.

Purposes only.
----------------

Wm. M. YOUNG

MIDDLE AGED LADY
FELT LIKE A HUNDRED

ANNOUNCEMENT

CHILDREN —

root rot resistant varieties were
grown.
In Scott county, indications
are that the acreage planted to
vetch will be four times that of
last year.
More than 12,000 bushels of
balbo rye seed have been sold
by Mercer county farmers.
It is estimated that the use of
prisoner of war labor in Henry
county added at least $25,000 to
farmers' incomes.

to
The time for the election is very near and since we will be unable
.
influence
and
vote
your
see each of you, we take this means of soliciting

IUD
WILD BILL ELLIOTT
Plus These Added Features!
TRAVEL IN COLOR
CARTOON COMEDY
No. 7 —"PURPLE MONSTER STRIKES"

SUN. & MON., NOV. 4-5
First There
Were Ten ...

AND THEN
THERE WERE
NONE
Agatha Christie's
Masterpiece of Mystery
Starring
Barry FITZGERALD — Louis HAYVVARD
Roland YOUNG — Walter HUSTON
Judith ANDERSON — C. Aubrey SMITH
Mischa AUER — June DUPREZ
Added!...
COLOR CARTOON
NOVELTY
LATEST WORLD NEWS

TUES. & WED., NOV. 6-7

GLORIOUSLY
It Returns To The Screen!...
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musical
Victor Herbert's greatest operetta ...M-G-M's greatest
romance starring your singing sweethearts —

NELSON

FOR MAYOR,
Fit C. RUSSELL
FOR COUNCILMEN,
GEORGE DENHAM
L. W. BODENHAMER
CHESTER SISK
BARNEY POOL
HOWARD STONE
C. N. ADAMS

EDDY

JEANETTE

McDONALD

"DESERT PLAYGROUND"
A Technicolor Featurette

COMING! NOV. 8-9

MICKEY ROONEY In TECHNICOLOR

Thursda , November 1, 19
Mr. and Mrs. Iley g
Powley,
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Tanner Gives His
Local Background
And Qualifications

In submitting myself to you
as a candidate for Mayor. I
would also like to give you a
few facts concerning my background, that you might judge
as to my qualifications.
I was born on a farm near
Owensboro, Ky. Came to Princeton in 1904 as an employee of the
Illinois Central Railroad. Here
too I married and three of our
four children were born here.
When I was promoted and left
Princeton, in 1917, I made a
statement to the local paper that
I would always consider this my
home and someday I would
come back to retire.
I am back but not to retire
until I can make Princeton the
kind of town that I have always

boasted it was.
I have served as engineering
assistant to the president of two
railroads, each road having ten
times as many employees as the
total population of Princeton.
I have no complaint to make
on my opponents. They are both
high class gentlemen.
The only question in this election is, do you want a mechanical
ndle your equipment or
man to
some one trained along other
lines?
If you want an experienced
man, vote for I. B. Tanner for
Mayor.
As for the Council, you have
eleven men to choose from. So
just take your time and shop
around and vote for six. You
can not make a mistake; they
are all good.
Paid Poll t Ica} Advertisement

rals Army Chaplain To JUDGE'S WIFE GIVES
Deaths-FuneCummins
Mrs. Maftie E.
Speak Here Sunday RETONGA FULL CREDIT

Funeral services for Mrs. Mattie E. Cummins, 79, who died
at her home in Lamasco, Monday, were held at 2 o'clock
Tuesday at Bethany Church,
Lyon county, with the Rev. W.
I. Munday officiating, assisted by
the Rev. Clyde Walker.
Survivors are a .son, Charles
Leonard Gresham, three grandchildren, Leon, Mildred Gillette
and Wilma Gresham; a great
grandchild, Jane Ann, and a
brother, John W. Moneymaker,
all of Larnasco.
Active pallbearers were Pat
Cummins, Harold Marshall,
Noble Gresham, Carter Johnson,
Jimmie Rogers and Horace Murphy. Honorary pallbearers were
G. F. Johnson, Roy Gresham, R.
S. Kenady, Leslie Barnett, Loyd
Still-life art originated with Barnett and Homer Howard.
The Netherlands school of painters.

Mrs. Mary Payne Ashley

TO THE VOTERS
CALDWELL COUNTY

401

Funeral servies for Mrs. Mary
Payne Ashley, Detroit, sister of
Mrs. John B. Chilton, were held
at Pembroke Saturday afternoon
at 2:30 o'clock. Mrs. Ashley
had been in ill health a year
before her death at Princeton

Hospital last Thursday night.
Survivors are her husband,
George Ashley, and a son, Henry

7he Tag

On behalf of my candidacy for County
Court Clerk, I wish to take this means of ap-

a
4

pealing to you as individual voters for your support. I will be unable to see each of you in

yi

dl

'
14

I need this office and will forever be grateful for any and all favors shown me. I have a

$7.50

college education and feel thqt I am qualified
to make you an efficient and capable official
you can rest assured that you will always re-

Sim aigli

ceive honest and courteous treatment.

&Jammu .2aailnia
Abrasion tests prove Servisoles far
superior to leather for wear.

Please give me a chance. I shall see that
you will never have cause for regret.

MOlds4)149
You can walk in rain, slush, or
snow without soaking Servisoles.

Soil and Pliaida
Servisoles are flexible . can be
twisted and folded like a tire off
Lbe rim.

Mrs. Gladys (Baker) Oates

War Fund

Declares Noted Medicine
Gave Her More Relief
Than Any Other Medicine
She Found In Fifteen
Years Search. Tells About
Her Case.
Well-known men and women,
including business men, officials,
nurses, workers and educators,
continue to come forward with
strong public endorsements of
Retonga. Among the latest is
Mrs, L. D. Arnold, wife of a
former County Judge of Lee
County, who resides at Congleton, Kentucky. They are widely
known and few people enjoy
greater respect or confidence.
Discussing Retonga Mrs. Arnold
gratefully stated:
"For fifteen years I suffered
almost continual distress from
nervous indigestion, poor appetite, loss of sleep and sluggish
elimination. At times so much
gas formed in my stomach after
eals, it was difficult for me

Tap a Pala at

Princeton Shoe Co.

(Continued from front page)
Rustin, H. 0. Beckner and
Paul Vinson, Creswell; Mrs.
Delmer Kemp and Raymond
Sigler, Rufus.
Mrs. Charles Sigler, Walnut
Grove; Mrs. William Coleman
" d Mrs. Meek Sheridan, F
Vinson, "Enon;
Ancil
will;
Mr. and Mrs. Marshall P. ElArthur Wiggington and L. C.
dred, and son, Marshall Polk,
Nelson, Good Springs; Mrs
and Gus Kortrecht, Louisville,
Henry Turley, Hickory Grove; OGDEN MEMORIAL
spent last week-end here with
Mrs. W. C. Brasher and Mrs. METHODIST CHURCH
J. Lester McGee, Minister
Russell Clift, Flat Rock; Mrs.
relatives. Mrs. Dique Eldred reNoble Paris and Mrs. John Parr, Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
turned home with them for a
Holy
a.m.
11:
Worship
Morning
Union Grove; Mrs. Press Adamvisit.
son, Mrs. Norrel Hooks and Mrs. Communion and Sermon.
Youth Fellowship 6: p.m.
0. B. Swisher, Crider.
Evening Worship 7: p.m. ChapL. L. Stalling and Walter
Guess, Lewistown; Mrs. Bernard lain C. B. Hutcherson, Chaplain
Jones, Eddyville Rd.; C. K. guest speaker.
Youth Choir rehearsal and
McNeely, Z. D. Orange and Ottie
Clayton, White School; Mrs. Recreation, Tues. 7: p.m.
Mid-week Prayer service Wed.
Floyd Creekmnr, Olney; Mrs.
Thomas and Mrs. 7: p.m.
Woodrow
Hubert Alexander, Piney Grove,
Mrs. Edgar Milton and W. D. FIRST CHRISTIAN
Orange, Hickory Ridge; Mrs.A. Chas. P. Brooks, Pastor
Service,
Worship
N. Horning, Mrs. Joel Bointnott
Morning
and Everett Creasey, Hall; Mrs. 10:55.
Donald Roberts, Miss Alta TowChristian Youth Fellowship
ery and Mrs. Roy Tayloe, Old
Quinn; Mrs. Claude Jackson and THE CENTRAL
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
B. M. Givens, Liberty.
Donal Wilmoth, Minister
Mrs. W. G. Shoulders, W. S.
Sunday, November 4, 1945.
Robinson and Chester Cravens,
Church School 9:45 a.m.
Cobb; Mrs. J. L. Hayes and Mrs.
Morning Worship 10:45 a.m.
Newsom, Friendship;
Orland
John Laws and Mrs. Chester Topic: Jesus Teaches StewardStallins, Claxton; Mrs. W. S. ship.
Hunsaker, Cross Roads; Mrs. G. Evening Worship 7:00 p.m.
GENERAL
D. Taylor and Mrs. Vernon Tay- Topic: Making God Real.
lor, Lebanon; Mrs. Zora Wilson
and Hinkle Rogers, Pleasant
Aid Norway
Mrs. Harold Smith, Swiss
Grove;
Bern, Switzerland—(W)—Swiss
Scottsburg; Mrs. A. H. Oliver
and Mrs. Willie Wyatt, Dripping charity organizations recently
2
/
Springs; Mrs Vera Drennan, sent four trucks loaded with 41
Shady Grove; Mrs. J. D. Asher, tons of medicants, 3 tons of diaMrs. Leonard Oats and J. W. pers, 20,000 pairs of gloves, 100,000 earmuffs, 1,000 blankets and
McChesney, Farmersville.
6,500 shoes to Norway as relief
Payne; a brother, W. H. Payne, gifts—trucks and all.
Pembroke; three other sisters,
Mrs. Will Edwards and Mrs.
Lizzie Winters, Adams, Tenn.,
and Mrs. D. W. Chilton, Hopkinsvllle.
Pembroke
was
in
Burial
cemetery.

At The Churches

L.

Mrs. Willie Jenkins arrived
home Wednesday afternoon from
St. Joseph Infirmary, Louisville,
where she underwent a major
operation. She is doing fine and
all her friends welcome her
home.

1421
Everybody Reads The Leader
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Conservative Ticket

THE RIGHT TRACTOR
FOR THE PARTICULAR JOB
proverbial Jack - of-all- trades was
rice territory. And so it goes.
THE
master of none. The modern world of
Conditions of climate, the lay of the land,
science and technology passed him by.
The same principle applies to farm
tractors. The tractor that does a wide variety
of jobs unsatisfactorily can't possibly produce the greatest results at the least cost
in any job.
But that's what the farmer—particularly
the small operator—has,got to do to meet
postwar competition: he's got to prodtsce
the mad food possible with the least effort
and, consequently, at the lowest cost.
The farmer with 10 acres in truck crops
needs one kind of tractor. The farmer
with 100 acres in wheat alone needs another kind—or, as is usually the case, two
or more different tractors. The tractor which does a good job on the
Great Plains may be useless in the

and the character of soils in the different
parts of this vast country, together with
wide variations in the nature of crops and
the size of operations, combine to produce wide differences in the requirements
for tractors. Harvester's policy is to meet
all these requirements.
That is why Harvester's postwar line includes a greet variety of Farmalls and other
specialized tractors and attachments rather
than a single tractor with a single system
of tools. Every tractor in the line was developed after scientific research and testing
under actual operating conditions showed
the specifications needed for elcciesscy
and economy.
Every Harvester-built tractor is the
right machine for its particular job.
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CORNETTE'S
• STATIONARY
• WALL PAPER

• OFFICE
SUPPLIES
a BIBLES

• GIFTS
• BOOKS

• LEATHER GOOD

COR.NETTE S.
STATIONERS

708 S. Main St

Hopkinsville
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INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER

Democratic Nominee

ELECTION TUESDAY, NOV. 6, 1945

You Vote And Influence Will Be
GREATLY APPRECIATED!

Funerra services for Joseph
Board, 0, who died at his home
in the Creswell community MonLeech
at
held
day, were
afternoon
Tuesday
Cemetery
with the Rev. Reed Woodall officiating. He is survived by his
widow and a son Gilbert.

•

"-

For Jailer

Joseph Board

Pistwar Agriculture

mei

to breathe. My nerves were
easily upset, I felt as though I
never got enough sleep, and I
had to rely on laxatives all the
time. Sometimes I felt I should
never find a medicine to help
me -feel good again.
"Retonga gave me real and
surprising relief. My appetite
returned and I eat anything I
want. I rest well at night, I do
not feel nervous, and the sluggish elimination also has been
relieved. I feel better than in
years and my friends, knowing
how I suffered, marvel at how
well I now look. It would be
hard for me to praise Retonga
enough."
Retonga is intended to relieve
distress due to Vitamin B-1 deficiency, sluggish elimination,
Insufficient flow of gastric juices
in the stomach and loss of appetite. Accept no substitute. Retonga may be obtained at DawAdv.
son's Drug Store.

spent Friday
inHeade
the guests of Mr.
and
A. McConnell, and
atte
Hopkinsville-Henderson
game there that night.

J. Marvin Satterfield -

,

person, but I hope you will consider this as a
personal appeal for your vote.

Chaplain C. B. Hutcherson,
assistant post chaplain of Camp
Campbell, will speak Sunday
night at regular worship service,
at 7 o'clock, at Ogden Memorial
Methodist Church on the subject, "Mission Work Of The
South Seas," the Rev. J. Lester
McGee, pastor, said.
Chaplain Hutcherson has been
on 12 islands in the Pacific and
has observed mission work there
during 2 years spent overseas.
This first-hand information has
come through intimate association with missionaries and actual
work with the natives, Rev.
McGee said.

Mr. and Mrs. Bob
Louisville, are visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. G. 0. Smith,
S. Jefferson street. Mr. Powley
was recently discharged from
the Navy.

A STATEMENT IN BEHALF
OF THE CONSERVATIVE TICKET!

Short
with hi
necks.
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On next Tuesday, November 6, the voters of Princeton will be given the opportunity to elect a mayor for a term of four years and six councilmen f o r two-year
terms each.
As this opportunity presents itself, it becomes the duty of the voters to avail
themselves of that opportunity and to prepare themselves to discharge that duty in
the way that will be to the best interests of Princeton in bringing the most good to the
greatest number.
A study of the record made by the incumbent Mayor and Councilmen, during
the past four years, reveals accomplishments in the municipal affairs worthy of indorsement. The record they have made is not perfect and may not be everything they
would like for it to be for they have been handicapped because of the lack of manpower and other conditions over which they had no control, but the good they have
been instrumental in accomplishing so overshadows any failures that there should be
no doubt, or equivocation, as to their meriting an indorsement by the voters.

AS AD
NOVI

In their announcement, the Conservative Ticket nominees, do not make fulsome
and extravagant promises; they do not claim to have any patents or any Utopian
dreams as to the management of the City's affairs, which they know from experience
can not be fulfilled. They do promise a continuation of a sane, safe, frugal administration of municipal affairs and to this end solicit the votes of their constituents.
For Mayor—

DR. W. L. CASH

For Councilmen--

The fact that the City's finances are in good condition, should not be accepted
as something that just happened. It was good government and good management
that brought it about, and bad governient and bad management can undo it. That
is something for all voters to think about, and we believe a fair and impartial study
of the record, made along all lines the past four years, will justify a vote of indorsement.

A. M. (Gus) JONES
HUGH BLACKBURN
CHAS. WADLINGTON

Vote The Conservative Ticket

J. H. MORGAN
JOE JONES
TOM HAMMOND
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U.D.C. Meeting

Mrs. Robert H.
, and
Green street, announce
marriage of their daughter,
to Mr. James D.
tue Jc'e,
and Mrs. Wiles, son of Mr.
Thursday,
Bones, Star Route,
25, at Franklin, with the
v, a a M. Hatler, pastor of
First Baptist church here,
ring
.ciatieg, using the double
on.Y.
was her
less. Roberta Dalzell
Mr.
i.s maid of honor and
iod Winters served as best

•

The Tom Johnson Chapter of
the U.. D. C. met Thursday
night Oct. 25, at the horns of
Mrs. Fred Taylor, S. Seminary
street. In the absence of the
president, Mrs. Charles Caddie
presided.
Following reading of the minutes by Mrs. McKee Thompson,
plans were made to start a
trust fund for upkeep of the
monument in the courthouse
yard.
Mrs. J. D. Stephens gave an
instructive book review of The
bride wore a blue suit with Organization on the U. D. C.,
her cor- 1894 to 1936. She gave a sumk accessories and
mary of the activities of the
was of red rose buds. Her
chapter during this
period,
of honor wore an aqua
which included erection of the
with black accessories, and
corsage was of pink rose monument, and giving scholarships to needy women of the
y. -4
grs. Jones is a graduate of Confederac
class 1045,
Present were Mesdames Sallie
er High School,
attended Georgetown Col- P. Catlett, McKee Thompson,
G. R. Newman, J. D. Stephens,
prior to her marriage.
Gaddie tend
Fred
The bridegroom is a graduate Charles
Butler High School, and was Taylor.
dy discharged from the
C Air Corps. He had serBirthday Party
in the South Pacific the
• Joan, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
• three years.
The couple will reside on his 011ie Mitchell, celebrated her
south of Princeton, where 12th birthday with a Halloween
farming.
party at the home of her paris engaged in
ents, Monday, Oct. 22. Each
guest wore Halloween costumes
Guests were Jacqueline Kollinsky, Patsy Shortt, Margie Hamby,

Creek student at the University of
night for Lafayette, Ind., where her mother, Mrs. J. H. Leech, W. L. Wells, of the Eddy
she Texas, Austin, is visiting her
here,
While
community.
street.
he will enter Purdue Univer- W. Main
Mrs. It B. Ratliff entertained
Porter- served as pianist at the Eddy mother, Mrs. R. B. Ratliff, and
Herbert
Mrs.
discharged
He
sity.
was
recently
and
Col.
with a dinner party at her
other relatives.
from the Army Air Corps at field, Jacksonville, Fla., spent Creek revival.
home on S. Jefferson street,
Mrs. Ceal Ademek, Detroit,
Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Blalock
with his
week
Ind
last
days
Camp
A.tterbury,
several
Saturday night, Oct. 27. Present
Porterfield and and Miss Alice Hunter return- Mich., is visiting Mr. and Mrs.
returned
E.
S.
Eblen
H.
Mrs.
Mrs.
mother,
were Mr. and Mrs. Marshall P.
Route 1.
Friday from Robards, where daughter, Mrs. Henry Sevison, ed to their home in • Pocatello, C. Purchell Fredonia,
Eldred and Gus Krotrecht, Louishad been the guests of Eddyville Road. Colonel Porter- Idaho, Sunday after several
she
0.
ville; Mr. and Mrs. George
The Graves County Homefield is a retired Army surgeon. days' visit with his sister, Mrs.
Wilson relatives the last five weeks.
Mary
Eldred, Miss
Highland Avenue, makers' Association observed Its
Taylor,
R.
R.
rehas
comGoodwin,
Rawlins
Sarah
"Miss
Curtis
Mrs.
Eldred, Mrs. Zonweis Nave,
30th- anniversary at its annual
and other relatives.
Bernard Moss, Louisville, and mercial instructor at New Al- turned to her home in Paducah
in September.
meeting
Ratliff,
Carolyn
Jean
Miss
Albany,
New
Mrs.
and
School,
bany, High
after a visit with Mr.
the hostess.'
Ind., attended a teacher's meeting in Evansville last Thursday
and Friday, and spent the weekend with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. H. A. Goodwin, Hopkinsville street. Shs returned to New
Darling,
Mr. and Mrs. Merle
Albany Sunday.
on the birth of a son, Michael
Mrs. G. E. French and daughtLawrence, October 22, at Dayer, Janet, spent last week-end
tona Beach, Fla. Mrs. Darling in
Madisonville as guests of
is the former Carolyn Arnett, of
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Miles. They
Princeton.
were joined there by Miss Anna
• • •
student at Transylvania,
French,
November 5th to November 10th, inclusive
Mrs. Frederick
Lieut. and
who sang a girls'
Lexington,
Greer, E. Market street, on the trio from the college, at MadiShe will give you invaluable advice
birth of a son, Charles Fred- sonville Saturday night and
Ethel Sparks, East St. Louis, erick, at Princeton Hospital,
Sunday.
on the care of your skin
Ill., waitress, was found buried October 6.
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Moss and
on a farm near Rockport, Ind.,
son, Bernard, Louisville, and Mr.
will also receive a delightful, refreshing treatment,
with two bullet holes in her
Mrs. Ramsay Dorris, Proviand
head. Also in the grave was
lasting one-half hour. While you relax, skilled
dence, spent last week-end with
the body of George Tyson, of
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Claycombe
fingers smooth away fatigue lines and
East St. Louis. (AP WireMrs. Mina Tom Ryan and and family, E. Market street.
photo)
reawaken dormant beauty
Capt. and Mrs. Ralph Cash
Mrs. Willie Larkins left Friday
Martha Sue Gresham, Marilu night for Champaign, Ill., where and daughter, Betty Lou, are
and
George, Sue Boyd, Evelyn Riley, they were met Saturday by Mr. visiting his parents, Dr.
Horn, R. B. Murray and son, Jordan, Mrs. W. L. Cash, W. Main street.
Joan Robinson, Patsy
been
Jean Creamur, Betty Sue Mit- who accompanied them to the Capitan Cash has receently
chell, Dot Russell, Sandra Gay Michigan-Illinois football game discharged from the Army.
Dr. and Mrs. C. F. Engelhardt
Gresham, Barbara Bishop, Joan Saturday. They returned home
returned Saturday from Hot
Mitchell, Bobby McConnell, Ro- Sunday.
they spent
bert Franklin, Billy Joe Gres- j Mrs. Mary Stone, Morganfield, Springs, Ark., where
ham, James and Twyman Boren, spent last week-end with her a two weeks' vacation.
Major and Mrs. Joseph J.
Heaton, William daughter, Mrs. Gordon Glenn and
Ray
Billie
and daughter, Carol
Stephens
Brown.
W.
R.
Mrs.
sister,
Gregory
Don
Oscar Mitchell,
George Greer left Monday Ann, Bartow, Fla., are visiting
and Bobby Bridges.

Dinner Party

The Leader
Congratulates

Birthday Dinner
Mrs. Gordon Glenn entertained
Saturday night at her home on
W. Market street, with a dinner
party at 6 o'clock, in honor of
Mr. Glenn's birthday. Present
were Mr. and Mrs. James W.
Walker, Mr. and Mrs. Conway
Lacey, Dr. and Mrs. C. H. Jaggers, Mr. and Mrs. Hilary Barnett, Willard Moore, Mrs. Mary
Stone, Mrs. Lucy Brown, Bill
Brown and Mr. and Mrs. Glenn.

B & P W Attend Banquet

*We have a wide selection o f All-Wool
And Silk Scarfs.

Several members of the Business and Professional Women's
Club attended a banquet in
Paducah Thursday night as
guests of the B. P. and W. Club
there, in observance of the club's
25th anniversary. The Mayfield
and Metropolis Clubs were also
guests.
Attending were Misses Busch
Cummins, Carwin Cash, Virginia
Morgan and Ruth Lytle; and
Mesdames Clifton Pruett, J. Gray
Brasher and Harold McGowan.
Mrs. J. J. Rosenthal, a former
member of the club in Paducah,
was also present
'• Mrs. C. C. Lowry and little
son, Duane Hamilton, are visiting Mr. and Mrs. S. J. Lowry,
Hcpkinsville Road. Lieutenant
Lowry is stationed at Glennan
Hospital, Okmulgee,
General
Okla.

FOR SOPHISTICATED HI-SCHOOL
GIRLS HERE'S JUST THE ...

Coats that simply sparkle with sophistication ...They
are made in the box style with vent back ... velveteen
and self trim collars...Tailored of a fine quality
tweed ...shetland or fleece ... Popular colors of
green ... red... navy... natural
... brown...Sizes 10
to 16.

Both the slip over and cardigan styles...
fashioned of 100% wool...made in the
long sleeve styles ...Sizes 10 to 16 in
.. powder blue
fuchsia.. mint.. red.. navy.
brown.
...
gray
...
...maize
4.95 to 7.95
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Gay, gold-colored itertioodo
span /As wow, loud up du
Irmo of AU ons-pirce Wavelets dress no Carole hue
&yaw Crepe. 3Iroukerry Its or
ipso/rest with Jet Nod, Clines
Gold, se Haim Nur with
&der Clutch:4. Ala 9 ft IS.

Red Goose shoos az*
sturdily constructed for
oreater wear. In our
store careful fitting receives utmost attention.
We'll consider it a
pleasure to discuss
your needs with you.

Dramatically feminine ...or definately tailored...long or short sleeves...Styled of
the most beautiful crepes and cotton ma- •
terials... Girls you just can't help declaring
them honeys.
3.50 to 7.95
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Thermometer — Plus

Garston, England—(w)—Eight
houses, built here for research,
CRIDER
host- have been fitted with eupatheop, M. Adamson was
Homemakers scopes---s pecial thermometers
to the Crider
afternoon. Mrs. Clif- which show how much heating
,ay
charge of the meet- a room needs to make it comforhad
clitt
m included a table. 'Findings will be used by
progra
The
by the building trade to plan more
Home Lighting, given
a dis- comfortable houses.
Herbert Williams, and
Mrs.
c an Mexico, led by
,
Beck. Miss Mrs. Clarence Nichols. The club
Lloyd
Mrs.
sad
adjourned to meet in November
Adamson conducted games
with Mrs. Clarence Nichols.
concluded the program.
h
Members present were Meswere enrolled.
rs
membe
Dew
dames E. L. Strong, Fred Easley,
hrefres
served
e hostess
mes W. W. Glenn, Clarence Nichols, Harve Nichols,
ts to Mesda
A. D. McElroy, Champ Oats, Dewey Jenkins,
d,
Spickar
p,
Elmer Jenkins, Lewis Jenkins,
Yates, J. B. Hewlett, Sarah and Scott Herron.
WilFrank
Myers,
C.
rs, J.
DunFRIENDSHIP
Hubert Williams, Floyd
Members of the Friendship
Clifton Clift, G. C. Hays,
n, Homemakers Club held their
lie Traylor, Arlie Vinso
Raymond Phelps, regular meeting Friday afternoon
Wilson,
lea
Bright, at the home of Mrs. Clint Adams.
• Coleman, Leslie
Miss Mrs. F. F. Taylor, vice-president,
and
Cobb,
Mary
Beck,
conducted the business session.
Adamson.
Plans were made for completing
BETHANY
were a quilt which Friendship memakers
Homem
thany
n for bers are making for the local
of Mrs. Scott Herro
chapter of the Red Cross. Mrs.
afterFriday
held
meeting
Willie Wyatt had eharge-of the
to
called
was
g
The meetin
tion hour. Club yearbooks
recrea
Mrs.
man,
by the chair
were distributed.
y Jenkins. Minutes were
the
Refreshments were served by
and roll was called by
s to the following:
tary, Mrs. Champ Oats. The the hostes
in Mesdames Leon Cummins, Floyd
lesson
a
was
project
•
n Morris, Herman
r,
e Lighting. A discussion on Hunte Deamo
, F. F. Tayd
eg was led by the home Oliver, Harol Smith
Songs lor, Willie Wyatt, Shellie White,
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Lloyd
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ker, Ayleen Burggames were conducted by Shell Hunsa

For Circuit Judge
(4th Judicial District)

For Commonwealth's Attorney
(4th Judicial District)

Constitutional
Amendment Number 1.

For Circuit Judge
(4th Judicial District)

For Circuit Judge
(4th Judicial District)

Attorney
For Commonwealth's
(4th Judicial District)

"Shall Section 230 of the
Constitution of Kentucky be
amended „so that revenue
from excise taxes on motor
fuels, fees and license on
registration, operation and
use. of vehicles on public
highways be used exclusively for highway purposes including highway safety, necessary cost of administration, adjustments and statutory refunds?"

For Commonwealth's Attorney
(4th Judicial District)

urt Clerk
County Co
CALDWELL COUNTY

Constitutional

NOVEMBER 6, 1945
Your support and influence solicited. If
elected, I promise to be faithful and diUgent as an official, courteous and kind treatment for all. Your
. am,
help will be highly appreciated and kindly remembered I
Respectfully,

Suitable for use in stripping burley tobacco.
dy
You can do a better job and strip on clou

grabe, Mitchell, Miss Harper,
Charles
Leo Cummins, and
Skees.
EDDY CREEK
Mrs. Martin Oliver entertained
members of the Eddy Creek
homemakers club at their meeting held Thursday afternoon.
Mrs. D. W. Satterfield, club
president, had charge of the program. A lesson in Home Lighting
was the major project. The
minor project was a story of
Mexico. Mrs. Glycon Gresham
had charge of the recreation pro-

Amendment Number 2.

Fredonia News

By Dorothy Brasher
Miss Rebecca Brasher was the
over-night guest of her cousin,
Miss Dorothy Brasher, Saturday night.
The annual Praise Meeting of
the First Presbyterian Missionary Society was held Friday at
home of Mrs. Byrd Guess. The
program was led by Mrs. C. W.
Dilworth and Mrs. C. R. Brasher.
was
Topic of the program
"World Citizenship." A seventy
one dollar offering was collected
which will go to foreign misgram.
The hostess served refresh- sions. Seventeen members were
ments to Mesdames D. W. Satter- present.
Mrs. J. B. Sory and Miss Dora
Gresham, Glycon Gresham,Ira
a
ieldf, J. I. Lester, Charles Lester, Young were in Madisonville
W. H. Tandy, Cook Oliver, J. C. few days last week.
Lacy Holloman, Jr., USN, is
Cotton and Lloyd Beck.
spending a leave With his parents. He has just completed
Executrix Notice
his boot training at Great Lakes.
All persons knowing themof
selves indebted to the estate
Federation Proposed
Mrs. Heloise Hunter, deceased,
London-07)—A note addresswill please come forward and
ed by the colonial secretary to the
1,
ber
Decem
before
pay on or
os,
g governors of Bahamas, Barbad
1945, and all persons havin British Guiana, British Honduras,
For Justice of the Peace
estat
claims against the said
Islands sugrd
Leewa
a,
Mag: District No. 1
Jamaic
fo
will present them promptly
gested the possibility of a West
payment.
Indian federation. The object ELBERT M. McCASLIN
RITA CARTWRIGHT,
would be to speed development
3t.
Executrix.
of a self-governing unit within
the British Commonwealth.
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"Are you in favor of amending Section 147 of the
Constitution of the Commonwealth of Kentucky, 90
that said section, when so
amended and reenacted; will
permit any person absent
from the county of his legal
residence, or from the State,
to vote in any election, in
a manner provided by law?"
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of the Pacific for 20 months.
Lieutenant Bagshaw arrived here
Tuesday where his wife, the former Mildred Pool, and little son,
John Earl, have been residing
with her mother, Mrs. R. M.
Pool, W. Main street.

awee
7V%
I 40
r'‘ •
Sgt. Sarah Phelps Only
Woman Aircraft Inspector

Pvt. Cole Waggoner Goes
Sgt. Sarah Phelps, WAC, Fre- To California Camp

donia, is assigned to the Technical
Inspector's Section at Boca Raton
Army Air Field, Boca Raton,
Fla. She received her training at
Bowman Field, Louisville, and
has the distinction of being the
only woman aircraft maintenance inspector in the Army Air
Forces.

Pvt. Cole Waggener left last
Tuesday for Camp Beale, Calif.,
after spending a 15-day furlough
with his mother, Mrs. W. C.
Waggener, S. Seminary street.
Private Waggener had been stationed at Camp Lee, Va., and
expects overseas assignment. He
is in Chemical Warfare service.

William H. Wilson, USN
Visiting Relatives Here

William D. Gresham With
Fleet In Japanese Waters

William H. Wilson, Army
Transportation Corps, who has
been serving aboard the Army
Hospital Ship, Blanche F. Sigman, is on furlough visiting relatives here. He will be assigned
to further duty on report to
the Fleet Distribution Center,
Chicago.
--••••EI

Gresham,
William Drury
metalsmith, first class, N. Harrison street, took part in the occupation of northern Japan with
the crew aboard the Destroyer
Escort USS Stockage, Matsu Bay,
Japan.

Pfc James D. Smith Is
Due For Discharge Soon

Lieut. Edgar E. Baghaw
Discharged From Navy

W. Washington St. CLASSIFIED ADS
To Be Surfaced

"TAKE IT EASY"

It mil,/takes
A NOLS
IN 04:

West Washington street will
be blacktopped, the city furnishing rock and the State Highway garage the other materials,
it was announced Tuesday following Monday's regular meeting of the Council. The Statefurnished material was left over
from the Wilson Warehouse
Road surfacing job, Store-keeper Ray Baker told the Council,
suggesting its use on the designated street.
A number of maps of the
•
•ela
city are being made, for use in
NATIONAL SAIIITY COUPOCIL
possible post-war improvement
it was announced. FedItaly, has five battle stars. He projects,
for this
will receive his discharge at the eral aid will be asked
end of his furlough. He is with work, if and when available,
It was stated.
the 87th Mountain Infantry. •
David Stallings, of the Lewistown
community. They will reside in
Louisville.

Chester H. Patton Is
Discharged From Navy
Chester H. Patten, SKD3c, W.
Main street, was released from
the Naval service at the U. S.
Naval Personnel Separation—CA%
ter at Great Lakes, Ill., October
21, it has been reported from
Ninth Naval District Headquarters.

Pfc James D. Smith, Who
recently spent a 45-day furLieut. (s.g.) Edgar E. Bag- lough here with his wife and
shaw was honorably discharged parents, returned to Camp Carfrom the Navy at the Naval son, Colo., to find another furMemphis lough awaiting him. He writes Major & Mrs. Ernest Tichenor
Center,
Separation
Tenn., last week-end, after home he is spending this time Are Visiting Family Here
Major and Mrs. Ernest Tichethirty-four months of service. as an employe of the United
Mrs.
He served as a communication Steel Corporation, in Pueblo, nor are visiting his mother,
officer on the commander's Colo. Pfc Smith spent 27 months J. M. Tichenor, S. Jefferson
staff of the Amphibious forces overseas in Africa, Sicily and street. Major Tichenor recently
returned from nine months duty
in France, Belgium and Germany. He is in the Army Medical
Just received a new shipment of 2-ply Heater Corps.

Hose — Special at 13c a foot.
Clamp-On
DOOR
MIRROR
Lid $2.75

Sgt. George D. Stallings
Is Honorably Discharged
S-Sgt. George D. Stallings,
Army Air Corps, has been
honorably disharged after 44
months of service, a year of this
time being spent in Italy and N.
Africa. He and his wife are visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs.

Grade 1
DAVIS
Tubas

`‘

SUppr

cause
_
Safe, non-glare vision,'
,{" mirror, adjustable. ),

1.44

saw)
Strictly first-line
quality; Don't pay
more or accept les&

$3,250

Associate Store

Price will be quoted on request.

Home Owned and Operated by

C. A.Woodall

JOE P. WILCOX
HIAWATHA COLEMAN. Mgr.
Princeton,

Phone 212

•

Shoe Rationing Is
Ended Wednesday
Output Now
OPA Says
Equals Pre-War
Demand

18 months, and participated in
the invasion of Leyte, Luzon,
Okinawa and several others. He
will report to Louisville November 22 for further assignment.

PkIk
EE M,

First Lieut. Edward R. Brown
arrived Sunday from Ft. Benjamin Harrison, Ind., to visit
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
E. R. Brown, W. Main street.
Lieutenant Brown served le
months in the Medical Corps in
England, and was honorably discharged from the Army last
week.
Everybody Reads The Leader

SHOE
:•••••-,

0Of

A BETTER FIN
AMER SHOE AT

$6.95

FOR SALE—One 35-85 h.p. remotor, 1
conditioned Ford
car heater, I set of dual horns,
different kinds of used parts
for cars; also some used tires
and tubes. R. B. Williams,
It
Cornick Oil Co.

Princeton Shoe C
Every Pair Fitted by X-Ray

or

S,ale

Nice 6-room dwelling — Locust street
Furnace and other modern conveniences.

JOHN E. YOUNG,A t
Real Estate & Insurance

NEW
ENGINES

In Large Steel Mill
No Experience Necessary

ESSINEERED AND 8/JILT BY
OMPORATION

Large Northeastern
Lieut. Edward R. Brown
Visiting Parents Here

11,.% A

•'

FOR SALE—TRUCK, 1940 International, long wheel base,
In Appreciation
Good condition. Cowboy SewCantrell
G.
J.
of
family
The
lip
Garage
ell
friends
many
their
wish to thank
expresand neighbors for the
Chas. E. Bard, the piano tuner
sions of kindness and sympathy
will be at the Princeton Hotel
shown them during their recent
the week, beginning, Nov. 12.
bereavement.
Those requiring his services
please call or write Princeton
It
Hotel,

Insurance And Real Estate

Kentucky

FORTY-ONE cents will protect a
man's or lady's suit from moth
damage for 5 years. One spraying of Berlou Guaranteed Mothspray does it, or Berlou pays
the damage. Walker's Drug
Co.

MEN

The 197-Acre farm advertised in this paper
last week will NOT sell for

Western Auto

2
1
FOR SALE-185-acre farm, 2/
miles from Princeton on Daw2 mi. off highway;
1
son road; /
6 tons lime to acre. Also 1936
Tnteitational ,pick-up truck;
new tires and motor has been
overhauled. A. H. Silger.

ltp

Phone 3602.

(By Associated Pres.)
FOR SALE—Returned veteran
Washington, Oct. 31 — The
will sell 2 mens' suits, size
end of shoe rationing was order38, (trousers 30-32). All wool,
Joseph H. Rustin With
at 12:01 a.m.
effective
1 green gabardine and 1 gray
ed
Navy In Jap Port
check worsted. Call 316. lip
,Wednesday.
1 -"Terminating a program which
Joseph H. Rustin, ship's cocilc;
second class, Fredonia, Route 1, began February 8, 1943, OPA WANT TO RENT—House with
,4 or more rooms. Mrs. Irene
is a member of an amphibious Administrator
Chester Bowles
Itp
Callahan.
task force that put American said rationing can be lifted beoccupation troops ashore at cause shoe production has in- REFRIGERATION SALES AND
Wakayama, Honshu, Japan, fol- creased substantially since V-J
Service: Anything in commerlowing surrender of the Japs.
cial, industrial, or domestic.
Day.
Messamore's Refrig• Sitrvice.
Some trouble spots can be
Pfc Eugene McChesney
Box 96. Phone 121-J. Princeton.
expected for a while, Bowles
Is Honorably Discharged
2tp
said, adding that customers
Pfc Eugene McChesney has "may not always be able to buy
FOR SALE-1 Extra nice enbeen honorably discharged from the styles they want."
ameled cabinet gas range, late
the Army, and arrived home
that
reported
The OPA chief
model. Other stoves, all kinds
Tuesday night. Pfc McChesney,
shoe output climbed from 20,Furniture and clothing. J. F.
son of Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Mc000,000 pairs in August to around
3t
Morgan
Chesney, Route 1, spent two
28,000,000 pairs. in October.
years in Belgium, France and
Novfor
outlook
Bowles said
Germany.
ember and December is for 29
to 30 million pairs of shoes each
Billy Lowry, USN, Home
month. This, he added, would
From South Pacific
Billy Lowry, RM2-c, USN, is be equal to demand before the
on furlough visiting his parents, war.
OPA called on shoe merchants
Urgently Needed
Mr. and Mrs. S. J. Lowry, Hopkinsville Road. He has been in to give preferential treatment
the South Pacific area the last to returning servicemen and
Inside and Outside Work
women.

Notice!

$2.45
6.80 - 16 Size
Other Popular Sizes
at Savings.

Thursda ,November 1, 19

PRINCETON, KENTUCKY

Ohio Manufacturer
Company representative will
interview applicants f r om
8:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. Friday,
November 2 and 8:30 a.m. to
4:00 p.m., Monday, November
5, 1945.

mot;

pi la I
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c

*to Voce. Gut &ivy
•OVRItFIA. SMOOTH. WET EOM
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203 East Ninth Street
Hopkinsville, Kentucky

FACTORY ENGINEERED AND IMPUTES

Plymouth

PAM III A7[1111011E8

United States
Employment Service

MOT
IMO
ALL NEN PRECISION-MADI FAITS

CHRYSLER
si

Wa Have Available

BRAND NEW ENGINES

PRESENT VMS

HOT! TO ALL REPAilt SWOPS
. ENGINE RENON
PARTS PACKAGES III YOUR ASSAIL!
AS.. Available

ic1

ENGINEERED MID

YOUR

Avoid expensive engine report
end kit tists—hovs one of then
new esyines installed now.

AR bfand maw purl, p.s.s, pins and v
Aeled .. valve se,rs. pv.341.d amialt
cylnder blodt
bushings enrolled

Princeton Auto Sales
PHONE 87

Good Old Fall Is Here
011.01047706
BECOME A BETTER
PLACE TO LIVE IN

New
that come in the fall.
and the Red Fronts have stacks and stacks of good things
Canned VegeOnions,
Fall
Potatoes,
Winter
Kraut,
Pecans, Honey, Fall Cabbage, Sauer
tables, etc.
good fall and winter items.
Visit your nearest Red Front Store and stock up on these

Bulk Sauer Kraut, the finest you ever tasted, pound 6c
DIXIE
CHOCOLATE BONBON
bulk, pound
COOKIES,
264
bulk, pound
CAKES,
Harvest Brand Country Style
ZION
MIXED PICKLES, Quart jar
FIG BARS, 1 lb. pkgs. each
Lotion Like Toilet Soap,
regular or drip griped, 13A
Maxwell
OLIV-ILO, cake 6c, 2
1 pound jar JAL
House Coffee,
PREFERRED FANCY
Great Northern „ new crop,
No. 2 can
PUMPKIN
bulk, 5 pounds
BEANS,
Bite Size Whole Wheat,
Regular or Quick
Shredded Ralston, package
QUAKER OATS, large pkg.
McKenzie's Pancake
Hershey's Breakfast
20 oz. package
MIX,
10(
2 pound box
1
/
COCOA
BROOK'S TOMATO
GIFT BRAND SWEET
14 oz. bottle 15(
CATSUP
WISCONSIN PEAS, No. 2 can 12(

29(
291
for11(
13(

22(

45c
21c

10(

DeLUXE ITALIAN STYLE
16 oz. jar
SPAGHETTI

C
101 '
•

•

s's

•

toy"'

18(

WEBSTER'S TOMATO
No. 2 can
JUICE

1

of

000`

"

FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
ORANGES 1 I!

ORANGES!!!
most all sizes POUND 7 t'zc
FLORIDA
pound 1(
GRAPEFRUIT,
FRESH KALE OR
(
pound 121
TURNIP GREENS,

ORANGES!!!

Solid carload extra fine sweet juicy Florida Oranges,

HIS practical guide will assist your civic leaders in developing postwar plans. It is one more evidence of the sense of responsibility
which this Company feels in-working continually and effectively for the
ferment of Kentucky and its people. Distribution of the booklet will
include men and women interested in public affairs and copies will be
on file at our local offices for everyone to read.

T

ROMAN BEAUTY
APPLES,
YELLOW
ONIONS,

• pound

10i

large size
10 pound bag 49(

Wisansin Firm Heads
COBBLER ofIDAHO
CABBAGE,
(50 Pound when
POTATOES, 10 lb. 29c, bag
Oysters
Baltimore
Fresh
Cranberries, Celery, Head Lettuce, etc. '

hag

89(

packed)

MORE FOR YOUR MONEY ALL THE TIME

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY
4 lessineas-inenegod,

Tee-paying Service Orgooloetions

RED FRONT
CASH di CARRY STORES

a

AWARDED FIRST PRIZE FOR
EDITORIAL EXCELLENCE, 1944

ad Amendment
il Be Adopted
Indicates

Point Values Of
Fats Cut; Meat
Short This Month

51eY

Organizations, IncludFarm Bureau, Favor
posal On State
Hot
Good
the

,;'fidence that
Amendments will be ratiwhen
L'Y a large majority
ucky voters go to the polls
Tuesday was expressed by
tires of the Kentucky Good
Federation following
Wide 'survey.
Good Roads Amendment
Soldier Vote Amendment,
tyro amendments on the balhave been vigorously sup• by more than 50 organizeaffiliated with the federated volunteer workers in all
of the State report little
lion has developed.
e are most grateful for the
Kentuckians are getting bethis campaign," said Eugene
executive vice-president
federation. "What little
on has developed has
due to misunderstanding of
-endment. Once it is clearmed. we find it is quickly
ers throughout the State
.ken an active interest in
out a strong vote for the
!tent. Both amendments
een endorsed by the
ky Farm Bureau Fed-

Butter Supply Due To
Be 12 Percent Greater
In November, OPA
Reports

Entries Total 2761 Head
In 24th Annual Event
At Bourbon Stockyards Nov. 7-9

(By Associated Press)

Entries totaling 2,761 head of
Butter, margarine, lard, shortcattle will make the Victory
ening and oils went down to eight
State Fat Cattle Show at the
points a pound Sunday.
Bourbon Stock Yards, Louisville,
The OPA, announcing this
November 7, 8 and 9 the largest
reduction from 12 points, said
ever helsUn Kentucky. It
be
current ration values will be
the 24th annual show.
•
maintained through DeceinEer- 1
on the better cuts of beef, veal
Nineteen hundred and eleven
and lamb and on all lean pork.
calves have been entered by
All meats now ration-free will
members of 4-H clubs and 850
continue so during November.
by Future Farmers of America.
The only revision of the meat
No cattle will be shown by farmchart is assignment of lower
ers.
anat
ride
vessels
w4r
FOR PRESIDENTIAL REVIEW — Three of the U. S. Fleet's mightiest
ration values for six fat pork
Several thousand dollars will
left
forethe
chor in the Hudson river, New York, with the U.S.S. Missouri, a battleship, in
These
be awarded in cash prizes on
(right). cuts and barbecued pork.
Enterprise
the
and
(center)
Midway
carriers
the
are
fog
by
obscured
ground. Partially
cuts range from two to four
carloads, single calves, best five
Oct.
Day,
Navy
Truman
President
by
reviewed
were
they
Along with other units of the fleet,
points a pound.
PROUD FATHER AT 86—Luis Carrizales, 86-yedr-old threshing and best ten head, best home27. (AP Wirephoto)
OPA Administrator Chester
company employe, and his 2I-year-old wife show off their new raised calves, record books and
Bowles said point reduction for
eight pound daughter in Des Moines, Ia. Carrizales, half Chero- championships. There also will
Home Study Easier
butter and other fats and oils are
kee Indian and half Spanish, says he keeps young by skipping be educational trips and other
to improved supply.
due
Good
Light
Where
awards.
rope, chopping wood and chinning himself forty times daily. He
The Agriculture Department
Take it from a school child,
Championships will be award- (By Mrs. W. M. Cartwright)
is the father of seven other children by a previous marriage.
estimates that butter supply will
home study is easier when a
ed in each of the two sections of
(AP Wirephoto)
Messrs. Norman and Travis good light is provided. For
be 12 percent greater in Novemthe show, but there will be no
make
crops
hay
and
corn
Big
and H. H. Woosley enough light, use bulb of at least
ber. Release of 80,000,000 pounds
grand championship this year. Cartwright
been here visit- 100 watts in a lamp that is shaded the Kentucky feed situation by the Army is given as the
Judging will be done on Wed- of Detroit, have
Loyd Oden. and if possible, says Miss Ida C. brighter than it was a year ago, reason.
nesday and Thursday and the ing Mr. and Mrs.
Among fats and oils, lard supMrs. Clarence Boyle, of Colo- Hagman, home )nanagement according to the Agricultural Excattle sold at auction on Friday.
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Mr. and Mrs. Ragon Cummins
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specialist
has
who
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rado,
800
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Station
Calves weighing
periment
39 percent on November,
about
defeated the Calvert City High and son Gerald, Mrs. William or more and selling for $14.40 of brothpr, Isaac McCormick and lege of Agriculture and Home
up
is
crop
corn
The Kentucky
School basketball team 31-20 at Cartwright, Mr. and Mrs. William more a hundred will command a family and other relatives of Economics, have it equipped with estimated at 77,000,000 bushels, the Agriculture Department said.
Bowles reported the over-all
Fredonia last Friday night. The Cook, Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Cook,
premium of 50 cents a the county has returned home. a diffusing bowl for softened or 10,0000,000 bushels larger than
en states have already score was deadlocked at 2-2, 8-8, Mrs. Ola Mae Prowell, Mr. and subsidy
the light. Miss Hagman further states last year and 11,000,000 bushels meat supply is expected to be
for
who
DeBoe,
Howard
hundred.
i constitutional amend- and 16-16 at the end of the quar- Mrs. Homer Cook, Miss Minnie
a
about one half of one percent
above the 1934-43 average.
Arrangements are being made last several years has been in that a 100-watt bulb cost only
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Company to entertain
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liar amendments to their ahead.
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in
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available
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operation.
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been urged to urge Jack Denham and eon, MetropMrs. Ethel French and Miss nobility; hearts (cups) for the
ceive from $8.70 to $23.20 for an matter of safety.
Military Records Finger- been planned.
teachers of
Africa
Kentuckians to go to the polls olis, HI., Mr. and Mrs. Sidney
Brandon,
Thelma
for
(coins)
clergy; diamonds
investment of 20 cents, according
Safety bull pens have been
Lower point values for fat pork
is described as a
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Tuesday if for no other rea- Fritz and children, Marion; Mr.
school,
Friendship
for
tradesmen, and clubs (staves
to Farm Agent Warren Thomp- developed that are not expensive
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a
apply
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than to make certain that and Mrs. Denzil Orten, Cerulean
fair
school
the
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to build. Every farmer owning a attended
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called
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.
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bull should have one. The leaf- school last Friday.
The new series of five stamps
a native soldier who happened to
Several real estate transfers way construction company.
let contains illustrations showing
1 for
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Croft, be passing in the street. His fin- becoming valid November
secthis
in
reported
been
have
the
the construction of safety bull
and Mrs. Loell Hale visited Mrs. ger-prints were taken, and with- meats and fats, including
few
last
in
county
the
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pens and breeding stalls. Copies
at the in five minutes the soldier was last four red stamps—W1, Xl,
Friday
Orange
Amon
of the leaflet may be had at weeks.
Hop- told his name, age, unit, home Y1, and Zl—and green stamps—
Este11 Ladd has left for Hop- Jennie Stewart hospital,
offices of county agents or by
N8—in Ration Book Four.
village and other details.
kins county to work for a high- kinsville.
writing to the college.
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Child's White Shoes

Solid hit for every occasion
—fluffy all-wool zephyr-knit
fascinator that gives you
sparkle any wiy you wear it!
Warm, enfolding, in ten exciting winter-bright shades.

Winners in warmth, color,
all-around good grooming—
.bright scarfs. Some printed
for dress-up, monotones,
whites, sheers for tailored
suits; gay headsquares, tool

pair
Finkel's Fair Store

wool content over
.for winter. WM
right
Just
'coat fabric —
weir well for many seam& reek fine on:
the while. Easy to latinto,-aelarea.anovir
freely, shoulders-Bei _rightLkiitnatt-oca*
bination of smooth sturhatirand
Cunapso—a fleecy, high
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Owensboro Man
Purchases Gas Co.

Navy Finds New Way
To Treat "Athlete's Foot"

Owensboro—Sale of the Western Kentucky Gas Co. to W. T.
Stevenson, of Owensboro, owner
of the Owensboro Gas Company,
has been announced by L. E.
• Ingham, vice president of the
Kentucky Natural Gas Corporation. The Western Kentucky Gas
Company was a wholly-owned
subsiderary of the Kentucky
Natural Gas Corporation.
Simultaneously, Mr. Stevenson
announced a merger of the
Owensboro Gas Company and
the Western Kentucky Gas Company to become effective November 1. The merger concerns will
be operated thereafter as the
Western Kentucky Gas Company.
The Western Kentucky Gas
Company, as a result of the
merger, will serve 38 communities and 16,358 customers in NEGRO SIGNS WITH BASEBALL CLUB—Jack Robinson (right) signs with the Montreal Royals.
Western
Kentucky, including Watching the signing are (1. to r.) R. Gauvreau, Royals vice president; Hector Radne, president,
Princeton.
and Branch Rickey Jr. (standing). (AP Wirephoto)
The foreign service of the U. S.
State Department is organized in
grades similar to Army ranks.
There...ere four "unclassified'.'
(Ametated Press Feature0
More than 100 inquiries a da for the daily travelez.
grades which might be compared
Instead of the monuments and are received at the Columbus, "Or there may be Or area of
to non-commissioned Army ofamouflaged guns of World War Ohio, headquarters of the
Ameni ground space beside your pubficers; and
eight "classified"
living war memorials are be- can Commission for Living War lic library which might be degrades which could be aligned
alongside commissioned Army ing planned by ma/1y U. S. Memorials, from cities and vil- veloped into an outdoor reading rm. What better memoofficers through the rank of ommunities, to keep green the lages alike.
Several projects within the rial could there be than a flowcolonel.
emory of the heroes of World
reach of the average small town er-filled garden where people
War II.
Most of the 48 states as well budget are suggested by Charles could read and relax in the
as larger cities throughout the H. Perkins, father of two sons summer time? A neat bronze
ountry already have under way in the service and head of the plaque listing the names of
heir plans for memorial parks 73-year-old nursery firm
o service men and women of the
and playgrounds, stadiums and Jackson and Perkins at Newark community should be in the
center of the planting."
ports arenas, parkways an N. Y. Says Mr. Perkins:
Popular for planting in the
"Small towns which already
community centers.
For the smaller towns an have community centers might living war memorials will be
(Clip and keep handy for
daily reference and shopping suburban communities, however think automatically of planting some of the new glowers named
less costly projects are in order on the surrounding grounds. But during World War II—the Ernie
aid.)
and it is for these that the sug what about a popular intersec- Pyle rose, the Peace rose, the
estion Is made to plan simple tion where people wait for trol- new glowing pink rose named
leys or buses? Most of these for the WAVES and a huge new
emorial flower gardens.
could stand some brightening up. viola nailed the Purple Heart:
Al through El good through
"If yours is a town filled with
October 31. Fl through K1
commuters, the area around the
good through November 30.
railroad station might be planted
LI through Q1 good througk
with fragrant blooms to wetDecember 31. RI through VI
come weekend visitors, as well
good through January 31.
as to provide beauty and cobo

Sugar stamp 38 valid through Dec. 31. Good for 5 lbs.
(Be sure to put your name
and number on canning sugar
coupon.)
Watch for this ration news
bulletin every week in this
paper. Published to aid our
customers and all food, buyers
in Princeton as a friendly
helpful service by

People's Service Store
Joe McMican, Prop.

In Kentucky
grade and
schools already
enrolled
clubs, Ed Adams, in
char
Organization of Junior Con- the work reported
this wee
servation Clubs, one of the main
objectives of the Division of
According to the
New
Game and Fish, is moving rapidly
State
Conservation Depart
ahead with more than 1,400 boys
the beaver on only ten
with water, propylene glycol and pire State counties of the
represe
triethanolamine.
capital asset of
$3,250,000

35 Junior Conservation
Clubs Are Organized

proteina of meat.

Cleans itself, and
For good health and real
enjoyment,,phone 161 for
a 'tempting, frei-311 carton
delivered to your door.

Come in, talk it over, get your name on our first-to-be served list
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Several Democratic candidates, including district, county and
magisterial offices are being challenged by the Republicans.

It empties itself, and

•

r hogs.
ate rile"
price
at
The

Military forces of the Allies in
1918 used about 39,000 barrels of
gasoline daily, of which 6,500 was
avaition gasoline and 32,500
motor gasoline.

Cottage Cheese, which contains all the tissue-building

T

basis) for

J, L. Alton, Hardin county,
told County Agent A. J. Thaxton
that terraces made on his farm
last spring were worth $50 each
and a diversion ditch made
along a creek bottom was worth
$200. The ditch made land tillable
that often was too wet to plow,
or else too hard when dried out.
The field was plowed and cropped this year without daft-Cully.

There are plenty of pointfree foods to provide wellbalanced diets including
our delicious Creamed

•;ye

oesobe

Terraces Valuable

on your red points; save
them for occasions when
needed most.

ort
s To
prof;

was a
the Aric
rie$w12price
a l

emocratic Ticket

Paducah Granite
Marble, Stone Co.
402 South 3rd Street
Paducah, Kentucky
Phone 799

Washington,(.4')—A new treatment for "athlete's foot" and
other fungus infection was announced this week b'y the research division of the Navy's
Bureau of Medicine and surgery.
Known %as "undecylenic powder", the new preparation has as

Its active Ingredients undecylenic
acid (2 percent), a fatty acid
found in sweat and its zinc salt,
zinc undecylenate (20 percent),
which are fixed in ordinary talc.
An ointment form of the new
pwperation used in more severe
cotes contains five percent unde
cylenic acid and 18 percent zinc
undecylenate in a carbowax base

Pa.e Three
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pounds less for hogs beOctober 1, 1946.
announced Tuesday
• was
the Agriculture Department
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hew price support
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a
$12
g
and choice
,..is) for good
hogs.
the present
the meantime
er
per 100
,rt price of $13
Chicago will be conat
1.1s
The $13 support price
to expire
been scheduled
ex.mber 1, 1946, but was
1946.
• to September 30,
the
tary Anderson said
of $12 at
•e support price
will reflect at least 90
farmers. Sup•t a parity to
not less than
at
prices
s the
nt of parity is required
'ty for hogs on September
iso was $12.60. Ninety perof this is $11.34.
sew price support program
seasonal variations ofr
first time. The $12 average
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mber 1946, to $13.25 in
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new support prices will
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itist teeth drop. lily or sneeze?
you talk. eat, laugh or
vino ea and einharressesi by
isancapa PASTEETH. an filice•
ec.d1 !Leder to sprInkle on
fetes, keeps false teeth more
Ni. Clew confident feeling of sear added comfort. No gummy.
y taste or feeling. Get PAZtoday III any drug atom

K. U. Issues Book

Out Of The Wash Tub
Into The Frying Pan

On Better Towns

CUMBERLAND, Md. — (Al —
Clem Hubbs has a sure eye
afield, but in the kitchen it's
different.
He bagged some squirrels,
came home and thought he'd
surprise his absent sister by frying them.
When she entered the kitchen,

Reddy Kilowatt, familiar symbol of dependable electric service, points the way to community improvement in a well-illustrated brochure' just issued by
UUlities Company.
Kentucky
It is called, "Setting the Stage
for a Better Home Town."
Copies will be given to civic
leaders here, it was announced.
The booklet offers a complete
guide to organizations of a
Better Home Town Committee
which would survey our assets
and liabilities, then seek ways
to develop our city industrially
and in other ways.
In an introductory note, K. U.
President R. M. Watt says:
"Kentucky, predominantly an
agricultural state, needs to encourage a high level of production and a stable market for its
farmers. An important means of
accomplishing this all-important
postwar objective is to expend
existing industries and create
new ones."
GIRL TRAINER ASSISTS FOOTBALL TEAM—Carol Hertz, one of two girl student managers
Enclosed in each copy of the
who act as trainers ior Fayetteville,. N. Y., high school's football TesNitto tapes an ankle for team
booklet is a questionaire to help
local groups make a complete
Captain Ed Grevelding as Coach Toni Montforte supervises. (AP Wirephoto)
analysis of their communities
and the surrounding trade teritory. The vAde range of submatter is indicated by such
ject
By FRANK CAREY
target itself, by reflecting the jectiles containing tiny radio
as: " Does your town
headings
AP Science Writer
radio waves back to the pro- tubes into the Virginia ozone.
offer all essential services?"
The glass withstood the strain
Washington — 11 you saw a jectile and causing the trigger"What are you doing to help the
group of scientists standing on ing of a mechanism, actually and the rest of the tube com- farmer?" and "Marshal your
impairbadly
ponents were not
brings on its own grief.
religious forces."
a rooftop hurling radio tubes at
When scientists of the Office ed.
a concrete driveway far below of Scientific Research and DeFrom that point on, the inGreat Britain's crude oil proyou'd probably say they were velopment began playing with vestigators knew the trick could duction during 1944 totaled apthe idea of producing such a be handled. Various industrial proximately 750,000 barrels.
wasting time—and tubes.
But it was such antics that "proximity fuse" back in 1940, firms were set to work produchelped in the development of they were faced with this ques- ing "rugged" miniature tubes.
the "VT" fuse, the thriller-dil- tion:
Is it possible to develop radio
ler gadget which is credited with
The Awful Truth
helping to turn the tide in the vacuum tubes tiny enough to be
BALTIMORE — (JP) — Mrs.
battle of the Bulge and lick the fitted into the nose of a projec- Thomas W. Fullington of Baltibuzz bombs and the kamikazes. tile but rugged enough to with- more received an annulment im(s)istrr'ng shot
The "VT" is a miniature radio stand the strain 8
mediately when she testified
force 20,000
transmitting and receiving set from a gun at
that her husband married her
which tides within a shell, bomb times the force of gravity?
"because we had been going toFirst they mounted a convenor rocket, causing the detonagether so long"—and told her
tube
vacuum
radio
tional-sized
tion of the projectile when it
so right after the ceremony.
comes within pay-off distance in a lead block and took a postof an air or ground target. The shot at the block with a .22 caliber rifle. The tube didn't even
Symptoms of Manse Askingfrom
crack.

one whiff was enough. Clem Railway Honors FDR
had mistaken her soft soap for Sao Paula, Brazil—(W)---T he
frying grease.
Central Railway of Brazil, operated by the federal government,
During early coast to coast air has renamed its "North" station
mail flights, farmers along the in the city the "Roosevelt Staroute were enlisted to build bon- tion."
fires to guide pilots in their first
night flights.
everybody Reads The Leader
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A dream of a cream for
you who hove dry skin. Extra
pch in lanolin, the precious ingrer., .)1/0g
client that helps maintain oil balonce and encourages a smooth

Look Out Below! Scientists At Work

ower-fresh complexion. Knead it,

p

,Into your skin once or twice a
week.You'll -Feel the Difference.$1.25 and $2.j

11, 11 • TOM,.....
IF WA..011Th. SOM. Mi.
IN INS•1.
0•11te

QUICIrRILIEF FROM

Then, armed with several
types of miniature tubes, the
scientists took to the rooftops
at the Carnegie Institution of
Washington. They immersed individual tubes in wax and then
started smacking them down upon the concrete driveway far
below.
The results, declares an official report of the John Hopkins University Applied Physics
Laboratory, "were encouraging."
Thus encouraged, the laboratory men betook thems4ves out
to a farm in Vienna, Va., set up
a home-made smooth-bore "gun"
constructed from cold-rolled tubing, and started shooting pro-

STOMACH ULCERS
DUE TO EXCESS ACID
FreallookTonsofIkamTrostmootthot
MustII*Sr ft Will Cost You Kraft
Over two million bottles ofthe WILLARD

TBSATIAZNT have been gold for relief of
ay= Loam ofdLstrese whites&Milliards

end
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Illestim. Sow or Ulm* Illomoolt,

seeduess.

4:11
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dosteMissueArritray
tune
,18Ic Roe

esalsba tresilion
WYLIE & MeCLLAND
DAWSONS DRUG STORE

120 Acres - 11/2 miles E. of Friendship School

hird Annual
Corn Show

Modern conveniences - Water & Bath Room Nice out Bldgs. - including Brooder House and
large Chicken House - Farm can be purchased
with crop and tools - Priced for quick sale.

not assimilate food. It was necessary to fly to
ma STORY of the little Dutch boy who
a rare drug — protein hydrolysate—
them
finger
his
holding
by
country
saved his
which, mixed with blood plasma, enabled
in the dike is symbolic of Holland. It has
them to swallow and digest food.
always been a land of resourcefulness and
courage.
This drug was bought and sent h tIe
dike
the
Relief For Holland, an agencji
in
'tfmerican
finger
no
be
could
there
But
of your Community War Fund, which; is
to save Holland this time. All the bravery of
now asking for your ansuAld contribution,
all its people could not stop the flood let loose
in Germany, which ravaged all Europe, and 44 Knowing this, and other work the Fund
swept over Holland leaving ruin, death, and
does, have you the heart to refuse or be sparstarvation in its wake.
ing? In addition to giving life back to Dutcli
children and other Allied children, the Fund
The Germans left 45 per cent of Holland
supports the wonderful work of the U.S.O.,
under water. They stole clothes and blankets,
of the United Seamen's Service, of War
even the blankets from hospitals. They stole
Prisoners' Aid, of the Community Chest of
so mach food that an average of 125 Dutch
hildrof died each week from malnutrition.
pour own towns and of other organizations
whose very names are bleseed by desperatelz
Other Dutch children were so far along
people in all parts of the world..
needy
could
they
that
Ifie tragic road of starvation

T

the
Because of the widespread interest and co-operation of
in
contest
and
display
corn
farmers, we plan on holding another
the bank's lobby this year.

the best
$5.00; 4.00; 3.00; 2.00 and five $1.00 each for
yellow and the same for the best white corn.

Closing Date For Entries:
night by Mr. J. F. Graham,
November 17. Corti will 'be judged that
week. Corn will be sold at
tagged, and displayed all of the following
given to the American
auction at 2:00 P.M., November 26, and proceeds
Red Cross.
They should be arranged
Each entry must consist of three ears.
than one variety of corn
and tied by the farmer. U you raise more
yellow, etc.) you may make
(either hybrid, open pollinated, white and
an entry of
each.

18.6c gal.
Ethyl Gas _______________161hc
White Gas _____
gal.
per
9c
Kerosene
oil
pure
100%
Pennzoil
We can also take your tires and have them recapped

GIVE GENEROUSLY TO YOUR

Community War Fund
REPRESENTING THE

when we had
let us make this a better show than last year
90 ears of corn on display!

••
......... •••• am •• a.

........................................................

Grade 3 tires for sale.
We buy, sell or trade used cars.
We will give you lc off if you buy 50 gal.
or more gasoline.
....A good grade of motor oil to farmers at 50c per
gal. when you purchase 5 gal or more.

National War Fund

xi

Sponsored By

PRINCETON ROTARY CLUB
TO PAY BILLS AND CONSOLIDATE
SCATTERED OBLIGATIONS ... Also
to soot ateatty offorgooslos of all Blotto
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What It Means-

America In Transition

Open Season On
Deer Announced
In Four Counties
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THE MAN WITH THE PLAN
out into Hardin, Nelson and
to 40 hours a week and won't get
Spencer counties.
time and a half for the extra
dishes. We deliver.
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204 Ratliff Street
Phone 784 Day or Night
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"There Were Times:When I
Would Have Given Anything
For A Bottle Of Pasteurized Milk"
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Kentucky Rendering Works

What If sia mi

MARK CUNNINGHAM, Agent

...unless Kentuc y
gets a new truck law!.

Princeton Cream & Butter
Company

It also means our Kentucky businesses, industries, stores, etc., are hampered because
of higher shipping costs than elsewhere.

47
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And, prices on all the things we Kentuckians
eat, wear and use are relatively higher
because of higher transportation costs.
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Kentucky gets such a law,
of your, and every Kentuckian's pocket!
So, let's do something about this .. now!
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We d9 our best to take care of everybody, here at
Louisville's Brown Hotel — but first preference goes
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to service men and their families.
All we ask is that they write or wire us, as much in
advance as possible, and we'll "turn heaven and earth"
to make them comfortable.
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To our regret, we are sometimes unable to accommodate

NEW DI Provides Correct
UPPER-CYLINDER LUBRICATION
„.atno extra cost
Engine Parts Protected
by the Special lubricant
Blended into OX Motor Fuel

odpi

Ordinary guolines do not contain a special, hear.
resisting lubricant to protect valves, pistons,rings and
upper-cylinder walls.But New D-X does—it is differmt.
New D-X protects these vital engine parts, where the
most wear occurs. In addition, New D-X provides
extra power, speed, mileage... higher octane rating
...quicker starting. Prove the difference with a tankful of New D-X or D-X thyL Sold on a money.
back guarantee by all D-X Stational
MID-CONTINENT PBTROLEUM CORPORATION
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everybody, even In normal seasons. But for men in
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uniform, and their families, it is our especial duty and
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Its own
*The idiom, chart of maximum gross weight laws fells
shows
story. A similar chart on maximum lentels laws also
Kentucky fralllig friary gluts lit lbw ntafIon.

pleasure to ,uphold every ideal of service....
Incidentally, we want you to know that our room
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rates,

KENTUCKY NEEDS A NEW TRUCK LAW!

today in 1945, are exactly the same as they were in
1935 — and that every other price at the Brown is
dill at ceiling or less.

BROWN

KENTUCKY MOTORNANS ORT A
INCORPORATED

Republic Build'

Louisville
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